



  IT PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
through algorithmic intelligence

Built for organizations looking to transform their IT 
performance management processes to include 
factual data. Executives looking to increase the level 
of organizational performance, as well as those 
looking for continuous improvement opportunities 
should consider indiKTM.  

Who is indiKTM  FOR ?

The importance of choosing the right metrics

Selecting the correct metrics by which to manage 
functional and organizational behaviour is a very 
complex and difficult process. Most organizations 
struggle with too many metrics, hence their 
performance management processes and 
effectiveness of their performance management 
process is not providing business value.
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Our team of experts bring 25 years’ 
worth of acquired knowledge in IT 

What makes indiKTM  different ?

What we stand for

We are focused on helping IT executives improve their 
performance management processes and decision-
making abilities. indiKTM brings expertise and a 
sophisticated tool set that uses Algorithmic 
Knowledge Objects that are based upon best 
practices, industry standards and acquired 
knowledge.  

performance management using sophisticated 
algorithmic technology. This helps you set up the best 
business insight tools, tailored to your needs and 
objectives.

All of your business operations at a 
glance, tailored to your role’s needs. 
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How does it work ?
indiKTM uses sophisticated Algorithmic Knowledge Objects (AKO) to define and 

manage business-relevant metrics for your organization. It offers 40 dashboard 

categories, integrating 100 parameters,  selected by the Algorithmic Dashboard 

Generator  (ADG). Our product applies to IT management and offers: 

  close to 1000 templates  
  close to 8000 metrics 

indiKTM is highly customizable and offers layouts that are role-appropriate, whether 

you are a CIO, a VP IT, … 
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Set up a discovery meeting
Get in touch with our team of experts today to set up a complimentary Discovery meeting and see how indiKTM can 
enhance your business’ performance management.

Guided deployment: The path to value

Our approach ensures you investment won’t become shelfware 

We understand that organizational change can be daunting, which is why we bring in the expertise so you don’t have to! Our 
team will be with you every step of the way, helping you choose the right metrics and appropriate data sources in order to 
establish the best possible performance management system and relevant dashboards that suit your objectives.
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